The world is moving to “things enabled” computing — networks are always available and users and data are everywhere. The stakes are too high for reactionary security decisions.

**DOWNLOAD THE 2022 AT&T CYBERSECURITY INSIGHTS REPORT:**

**SECURING THE EDGE IS A SHARED RESPONSIBILITY**

WHO IS MOVING TO THE EDGE?
The overwhelming majority of more than 1,500 organizations with 1,000+ employees.

**MOMENTUM IS HIGH AND SO IS PERCEIVED RISK**

Globally, the perceived risk of a cyberattack on an edge deployment is ‘highly likely.’ Perceived impact to the business is ‘very impactful.’

**AND A NEED FOR CONTROL**

Preferred cybersecurity controls vary, depending on the component and network type.

**BUDGETING FOR EDGE SECURITY IS TOP-OF-MIND**

Globally, and across industries, organizations anticipate investing broadly, holistically, and early in cybersecurity controls to secure the network and its systems.

**NAVIGATE YOUR JOURNEY TO THE EDGE WITH YOUR STAKEHOLDERS**

Use legacy cybersecurity controls where appropriate

Keep up with next-generation approaches such as Zero Trust, SASE, and extended detection and response (XDR)

Work with a trusted advisor who can help you navigate the complexities of moving to the edge — with experience and practical advice on how to proceed.

**SAFE IN THE SPOTLIGHT**

Organizations believe SASE (Secure Access Service Edge) helps secure networks. However, traditional security controls, such as firewalls, remain relevant in a next-gen form.

**TOP CONTROLS IN ALL NETWORK TYPES:**

Data leakage monitoring

Intrusion/threat detection

Device Authentication

Multi-factor authentication

Password authentication

**TOP CONTROLS ACROSS ALL COMPONENTS:**

Firewall at network edge

Device Authentication

Password Authentication

Endpoint/device monitoring

Intrusion/threat detection

Data leakage monitoring

Security controls with most significant perceived cost-benefit

**REACTIVITY SECURITY DECISIONS CAN RESULT IN BUSINESS DISRUPTION THAT STUNTS THAT GROWTH, OR IN EXTREME CASES MAY SHUTTER YOUR BUSINESS ENTIRELY.**

**NAVIGATE YOUR JOURNEY TO THE EDGE WITH YOUR STAKEHOLDERS**

DOWNLOAD THE 2022 AT&T CYBERSECURITY INSIGHTS REPORT: SECURING THE EDGE TO LEARN MORE.